Abstract This paper deals with multimedia information access. We propose two new approaches for hybrid text-image information processing that can be straightforwardly generalized to the more general multimodal scenario. Both approaches fall in the trans-media pseudo-relevance feedback category. Our first method proposes using a mixture model of the aggregate components, considering them as a single relevance concept. In our second approach, we define trans-media similarities as an aggregation of monomodal similarities between the elements of the aggregate and the new multimodal object. We also introduce the monomodal similarity measures for text and images that serve as basic components for both proposed trans-media similarities. We show how one can frame a large variety of problem in order to address them with the proposed techniques: image annotation or captioning, text illustration and multimedia retrieval and clustering. Finally, we present how these methods can be integrated in two applications: a travel blog assistant system and a tool for browsing the Wikipedia taking into account the multimedia nature of its content.
Introduction
Information, especially digital information, is no longer monomodal: web pages can have text, images, animations, sound and video; we have audiobooks, photoblogs and videocasts; the valuable content within a photo sharing site can be found in tags and comments as much as in the actual visual content. Nowadays, it is difficult to visit a page within a popular social network without finding a large variety of content modes surrounded by a rich structure of social information such as profiles, interest groups, consumer behaviour or simple conversations. This major shift in the way we access content and what type of content we access is largely due to the connected, easily accessible, global nature of the internet. The democratization of the tools of production and delivery have also strongly contributed to this situation, e.g. low cost camera-phones combined with accessible publishing tools. This scenario poses a strong need for tools that enable interaction with multimodal information.
Multimodal information processing strongly needs trans-media similarity measures that can effectively bridge the gap between the co-existing modes. Such tools will enable applications whose relevance can already be perceived today: accessing an image repository from a textual query, automatic illustration, content creation and document generation, captioning, multimodal summarization, hybrid categorization and indexing, content personalization, etc. In this article, we explore such measures and propose two new approaches for hybrid text-image information processing, an important particular case of the more general multimodal scenario.
Within multimodal information processing an important family of approaches is constituted by the so-called "trans-media" pseudo-relevance feedback approaches (Section 3). The basic idea is to first use one of the media types to gather relevant multimedia information and then, in a second step, use the dual type to perform the final task (retrieve, annotate, etc). These approaches can be seen as an "intermediate level" fusion as the media fusion takes place after a first mono-media retrieval step based on mono-modal similarities (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
We describe two methods, both falling in the "trans-media" pseudo-relevance feedback category. In our proposed approaches, similarly to [21] , we need to define similarities between an aggregate of objects and a new multimodal object. In our first approach (Section 3.1), we build a model inspired by the mixture model [38] of the aggregate. In our second approach (Section 3.2), we define trans-media similarities as an aggregation of mono-modal similarities between the elements of the aggregate and the new multimodal object.
We first provide an overview of the state-of-the-art in hybrid text and image information processing, emphasizing work on trans-media relevance feedback (Section 1.1). Then we introduce our monomodal similarity measures for images (Section 2.1) and for text (Section 2.2). We then focus on our two main contributions (Section 3). An important part of our article is dedicated to show how these techniques can be applied to a number of scenarios such as unsupervised text illustration (Section 4.3.2); image annotation or captioning (Section 4.3.1); ranking and retrieval (Section 4.1); cross-media clustering and improved visualisation (Section 4.4). Finally, we share some details of a system we developed for assisting in the creation of travel blogs (TBAS) in Section 5.1. This system illustrates the way many of these techniques can interact in a real world content creation example. Similarly, we present another tool for browsing multimedia corpora, such as Wikipedia in Section 5.2.
Prior art
The scientific challenge is to understand the nature of the interaction between text and images: how can text be associated with an image (and reciprocally an illustrative image with a text)? how can we organize and access text and image repositories in a better way than naive late fusion techniques? The main difficulty is to overcome the semantic gap and, especially, the fact that visual and textual features are expressed at different semantic levels.
Naive techniques combine the scores from a text retrieval system and from an image retrieval system into a single relevance score: this is the late fusion approach. Departing from the classical late fusion strategy, recent approaches have considered fusion at the feature level (early fusion), estimating correspondences or joint distributions between components across the image and text modes from training data. One of the first approaches in this family is the co-occurrence Model by Mori et al. [23] where keywords are assigned to patches based on the co-occurrence of clustered image features and textual keywords in a labeled training data-set. Instead of looking at the co-occurrences, Vinokourov et al. [35] propose to find correlations between images and attached texts using the Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA). As far as the "pure" visual mode is concerned, features associated to images have become more and more complex: there were attempts of developing more expressive visual vocabularies, potentially hierarchical, relying on latent semantic extraction techniques such as Probabilistic Semantic Analysis [2, 22] or Latent Dirichlet Allocation [3] . Duygulu et al experimented with machine translation models where, a lexicon links a set of discrete objects (words in annotations) onto another set of discrete objects (image regions) [10, 15] .
Another group of works uses graph models to represent the structure of an image through a graph, e.g. with a Markov network [5] or a concept graph [24] . For example, Carbonetto et al [5] , allow interactions between blobs through a Markov random field (MRF). Hence, the probability of an image blob being aligned to a particular word depends on the word assignments of its neighbouring blobs. Similarly, the ALIP system of Li and Wang [20] models the interaction between blocks using Markov Models. Simple block-based features are extracted from each training image at several resolutions and a two-dimensional multiresolution hidden Markov model (2D MHMM) is used to describe statistical properties of the feature vectors and their spatial dependences.
The use of pseudo-relevance feedback or any related query expansion mechanisms has been used widely in image retrieval. The basic challenge is how to control that the objects retrieved by the first retrieval step are indeed good representatives of the user needs and do not constitute noise.
The approaches proposed in this paper are mostly aligned with a family of models, inspired by Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval. In cross-lingual systems, a user generates her query in one language (e.g. English) and the system retrieves documents in another language (e.g. French). The analogy here is to consider the visual feature space as a language constituted of blobs or patches, simply called visual words.
Several works were proposed in this direction by Lavrenko et al. [11, 16, 17] . They are mainly based on pseudo-feedback methods (known also as query expansions) where the initial query is automatically enriched with new words based on a first retrieval step. In [16] they extended the cross-lingual relevance models to crossmedia relevance models. These models were further generalized to continuous features in [17] with non-parametric kernels, while in [11] the distribution of words was modelled with Bernoulli distributions.
Cross-media relevance models can also be considered as the ancestors of our methods [7] as well as previous methods used in ImageCLEF challenges [6, 21] . Indeed, the latter methods do not rely on relevance models but act in the same spirit. For example, from a query image, a visual similarity is first computed and an initial set of (assumed) relevant objects is retrieved. As the objects are multimodal, each image has also a text, and this text can feed any 'text' feedback method (other than relevance models). In other words, the modality of data is switched , from image to text or text to image, during the (pseudo) feedback process. These last models can be called intermedia feedback, or transmedia feedback techniques. In that sense, transmedia techniques generalize the pseudo-feedback idea present in cross-media relevance models, but are freed from the particular textual and/or visual models proposed by cross-media relevance models.
These latter techniques, based on intermedia feedback, go beyond simple late fusion and also simplify the difficulties often met by early fusion techniques, especially the famous "semantic gap" between the visual and textual features. This approach can be seen as an "intermediate level" fusion as the media fusion is after a first mono-media retrieval step based on mono-modal similarities (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
Using pseudo-relevance feedback to automatically enrich the representation in one mode with the other one is an approach that has been exploited in several works. Most of the time, the Web itself is used as the multimedia repository and search engines such as Google Image are often usefully exploited to this aim.
For instance, to automatically annotate images-or, in other words, to associate with an image a synthetic textual representation that can be further used for indexing and retrieval-Li [18] and Wang [36] combined traditional Web-CBIR (contentbased image retrieval) and Text Mining techniques (namely text clustering and term extraction) on the textual data (title, caption, surrounding text) associated with retrieved images. By a careful analysis of these textual data, they were able to find a reliable annotation that captures multiple aspects (regions) of the image. In the same vein, but restricted to purely textual information, Dowman [9] proposed a method to automatically annotate audio-video news streams, by a first retrieval step on the BBC Web site based on the textual transcripts of the news. After checking the relevance of the first page retrieved, they extracted a summary from this errorfree Web page (title, category tags, named entities) that was then used to annotate the original (noisy) transcript. Our work differs mainly from these approaches by the final objective (multimedia retrieval instead of image annotation), by the repository that is used and by the way the textual representation of an image is built from a set of pseudo-relevant documents.
Automatic illustration of a textual keyword or concept or, in a nearly equivalent view, automatic gathering of huge amount of images representative of a concept constitutes another family of methods and applications that can use the same principle of pseudo-relevance feedback in an hybrid (textual+visual) way. The ultimate goal is often to build a categorization model able to recognize a given concept (or keyword) in an image. Starting from a concept as a textual keyword, Yanai [37] proposed to leverage the vast resource of images on the Internet, by using search engine such as Google Image (that does nothing else than a purely textual retrieval based on the textual metadata that can be associated with images); the retrieved images were then used to build an initial visual model of the concept, following the principle of pseudo-relevance feedback; this model was then used to re-score candidate images and updated iteratively following an EM-like algorithm; by segmenting the candidate images into regions, he was able to offer more accurate visual models of the concept, taking into account only the more relevant regions of the image. Li adopted a very similar approach in [19] , but in a purely visual way: there was no cross-media step. All these approaches share with our methodology the fact to be based on some pseudorelevance feedback and, at some stage, switch from one medium to the other one. Once again, our work differs mainly from these approaches by the final objective (multimedia retrieval instead of automatic illustration), by the repository that is used and by the way the visual representation of a textual entity is built from a set of pseudo-relevant documents.
Iyengar and colleagues proposed in [15] a set of cross-media similarity measures that are not based on pseudo-relevance feedback, but on the "information bottleneck" principle, using an intermediate layer of concepts to make the link between both media. They used an audio-video training dataset (the TRECVID dataset), annotated with about one hundred concepts: these annotations allow them to build a textual model and a visual model for each concept or, equivalently, projection operators from textual and visual features towards a common concept space. As they are able to exploit image regions instead the global image, they used an intermediate step of alignment, in order to assign a unique to each image region. They also proposed to use log-linear models of fusion (instead of linear ones) in order to combine both mono-media and cross-media similarity measures. However, experimental results were not very satisfying.
Very recently, Quattoni [26] proposed a completely different approach to exploit textual meta-data (image caption, surrounding text) in image categorization and dimensionality reduction. Based on the "structural learning approach", they used large quantities of unlabeled data with associated captions in order to improve the learning performance in future image classification problems. They learned a lowdimensional representation that reflects the semantic content of an image, by solving a set of auxiliary problems, namely to predict the presence/absence of a content word from the image features. The low-dimensional representation they obtained turned out to be efficient for generic visual concept detection tasks, even if these visual concepts were not used previously. This very interesting approach could be considered as "cross-media semi-supervised learning" but is of course completely different from what we are proposing in this paper.
Monomodal similarities
First, we will introduce the monomodal similarities, visual and textual, that will serve as basic components for the trans-media similarities.
Image similarity
As image signature (image representation), we use the Fisher Vector as proposed in [25] . This is an extension to the bag-of-visual-words [8] and the main idea is to characterize the image with the gradient vector derived from the generative probability model (visual vocabulary). This representation can then be subsequently fed to a discriminative classifier for categorization, or used to compute the similarities between images for retrieval.
The generative probability model in our case is the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) which approximates the distribution of the low-level features in images. It can be seen as a Visual Vocabulary where each Gaussian component N (μ i , i ) models a visual word.
If we denote the set of parameters of the GMM by Φ = {w i , μ i , i , i = 1...N} (w i , being the mixture's weight), we can compute the gradient vector of the likelihood that the image was generated by the model Φ:
(
This gradient of the log-likelihood describes the direction in which parameters should be modified to best fit the data (image features). One of its advantages is that it transforms a variable length sample (number of local patches in the image) into a fixed length representation (which we will call Fisher Vector) whose size is only dependent on the number of parameters in the model (|Φ|).
Before feeding these vectors to a classifier or computing similarities between images, each vector is first normalized using the Fisher Information matrix F Φ , as suggested in [25] (see the paper for the computational details):
with
and then each vector is re-normalized to have an L1-norm equal to 1. The similarity measure between two images is then defined as the L1-norm of the difference between the normalized Fisher Vectors: 
Text similarity
First the text is pre-processed including tokenization, lemmatization, word decompounding and standard stop-word removal. Then starting from a traditional bagof-word representation (assuming independence between words), we adopt the language modeling approach to information retrieval. The core idea is to model a document d by a multinomial distribution over the words denoted by the parameter vector θ d . A simple language model (LM) could be obtained by considering the frequency of words in d (#(d, w)) (corresponding to the Maximum Likelihood estimator:
The probabilities could be further smoothed by the corpus language model:
using the Jelinek-Mercer interpolation:
Using this language model, we can define the similarity between two documents using the cross-entropy function:
Trans-media similarities
Given monomodal similarities, we will now define transmedia similarities. We assume that we have a repository that contains a set of multimodal documents: To tackle this task, we rely on the principle of trans-media relevance feedback (see Fig. 1 ). The main idea of trans-media relevance feedback is to first use one of the modes to gather relevant documents and then to switch to the other mode. To be more concrete, in our case we gather the N most relevant documents from R using some purely visual similarity measure (see Section 2.1) with respect to the (visual) query V(d q ) or, reciprocally, using a purely textual similarity (see Section 2.2) with respect to the (textual) query T(d q ). Let us call these top ranked documents n v j and n tj ( j = 1, . . . N) respectively. Obviously, they are not the same in general.
This results in two "dual" representations of the query d q : the textual, dual representation of the visual part V(d q ) is an aggregate textual entity denoted by:
Similarly, the visual, dual representation of the textual part T(d q ) is an aggregate visual entity denoted by:
We will use these new "dual" representations to compute the trans-media similarity measures. The problem now amounts to define a monomodal similarity measure 
To this aim, we propose two approaches. The first one remains at the feature or representational level (Section 3.1), while the other directly focuses on aggregating the similarities rather than aggregating the features (Section 3.2).
Models for representing aggregated objects
This first approach is more related to textual aggregates, but we can envisage an analog approach for the visual part. The main idea is that we consider the set of aggregated texts in N T (V(d q )) as a set of relevant texts (they are all related to the visual part of the query document d q ) and try to model this "relevance concept" F by a language model (LM) θ F . Here, a Language Model must be understood as some probability distribution over the words of the vocabulary. This idea has its inspiration from the language modeling approach to information retrieval originally designed to enrich textual queries (see [38] for the basic approach ; more elaborated techniques of feedback for language models can also be envisaged: e.g. [29] ).
Let θ F be a multinomial parameter standing for the distribution of relevant terms in N T (V(d q )) . In other words, θ F is a probability distribution over words but peaked on relevant terms. It can be easily shown that the likelihood of observing F assuming that it is generated by the process characterized by θ F is:
#(w,n j) (8) where P(w|θ R ) is word probability built upon the whole repository (what is called usually the corpus language model), λ is a fixed parameter, which can be understood as a noise parameter for the distribution of terms and #(w, n j ) is the number of occurrence of term w in document n j .
The language model θ F is learned by maximum likelihood optimization with an Expectation Maximization algorithm (as described in [7] ). Now θ F is considered as the new representation of d q and we can use standard similarity measures over probability distributions (like the Kullback-Leibler Divergence or the Crossentropy) in order to derive a similarity between θ F and the textual part T(d j ) on any document (in the repository or not), as soon as the latter is represented by a language model too.
Finally, note that we illustrated the approach using N T (V(d q )) to derive a textual language model of θ F that can be used in conjunction with the original language model of the textual view of the query T(d q ), using a simple linear mixture. We can also derive a similar scheme using N V (T(d q )) to derive a new representation (actually some generalized Fisher Vectors) of the "relevance concept", this time relying on Rocchio's method that is more adapted to continuous feature representation [28] :
3.2 Aggregating similarity measures
As an alternative to define a model for the aggregated objects, we can directly aggregate the similarities between the new document and the elements of the aggregated object. For example, if we use the visual query to gather N T (V(d q )) (see (6)), then the new cross-media similarity measure between d q and any multi-modal object is defined by:
where sim T is typically defined by Eq. 5. Note that we do not use the visual part of d nor the textual part of d q which suggests that this similarity measure can also be used directly to compute the similarity between a purely visual object and purely textual object.
In analogy we can switch the two modalities and write:
where sim V is typically defined by Eq. 3. In this case, we do not use the textual part of d nor the visual part of d q .
In the same vein, coming back to the monomodal case, we could define similarity measures in one mode that does not switch mode in the pseudo-relevance feedback phase. This naturally leads to the following equations:
and
where
is the aggregated text set obtained by pseudo-relevance feedback on the textual query T(d q ) and
is the aggregated image set obtained by pseudo-relevance feedback on the visual query V(d q ). Finally, we can combine all the similarities to define a global similarity measure between two multi-modal objects d and d q using, for instance, a linear combination:
Application scenarios
We now describe different scenarios where trans-media similarities are effective. Generally, a user manipulating multimodal data needs clustering and retrieval functionalities. In order to browse a corpus efficiently, a user also need to express her information need in different modes : visual only, textual only or finally in a mixed representation. Moreover, the user also needs to switch her expression mode from a medium to another one. Figure 2 presents some of these scenarios which rely on trans-media similarities. In the following section, we will explain in details these scenarios: retrieval, image annotation, text illustration and clustering. 
Ranking and retrieval
Given a multi-media repository R, our goal is to rank these documents with respect to a new multimedia document (query) d q based on trans-media relevance feedback. This was already tackled in Section 3 for mono-media type of queries (
and, in this section we go beyond and show how we can integrate and exploit the hybrid nature of the query to improve the retrieval performance. In accordance with the two approaches of Section 3, we have again several options:
Language Model of the Aggregated Text
Using the visual part of the query document, we gather the aggregated text:
and estimate a language model θ F for this aggregate. But we can also estimate a language model θ q of the textual part of the query T(d q ). Combining the two language models through interpolation:
leads to a new query language model θ q that can be used with the Cross-Entropy similarity measure (see Section 2.2) to perform a new retrieval on the textual part of objects in R. Setting the value of α is done experimentally and adapted to the particular collection. The robustness of the estimation of θ F has a significant impact on the value of α. Lastly, the value of α can be interpreted as a mixing weight between image and text.
Aggregating Similarity Measures
In Section 3.2 we have defined several trans-media similarity measures. These measures can be used directly to re-rank the documents d q ) ), then the rank of the neighbors of T(d j ) in the textual sense will be increased even if they are not so similar from a purely visual viewpoint (even when having no image at all). Similarly, when we use T(d q ) as query we will increase the ranks of the objects whose image part is similar to (16) will take into account both the textual and visual part of the query in the re-ranking process. The main advantage of this method is that all the measures in (16) involves mainly pair-wise similarities between the documents of R. Therefore assuming that the corpus is of reasonable size, those similarities can be pre-computed, so the step after the first search (relevance feedback) can be very fast and efficient.
if they have no textual similarity (or no text at all) with T(d q ). Combining them as in
These retrieval methods have been evaluated at ImageCLEFphoto 2007 [7] and ImageCLEFphoto 2008 Evaluation Forums [1]. In these challenges, our image and trans-media similarity based retrieval systems demonstrated very good performance (see [14] ). We give in Table 1 the best results we obtained for ImageCLEFphoto 2008, using mono-media (text or image) or multimedia (text and image, using late fusion or trans-media similarities) approaches [1]. We used MAP (Mean Average Precision) and P@20 (precision at 20) for measuring each run performance. Our runs were ranked among the best ones. As we can see, the results provided by the trans-media approach clearly outperforms both the mono-media approaches and the simple late fusion technique.
Incorporating diversity into the top list
In ImageCLEFphoto 2008, one of the main problems we had to address was to improve the search results by avoiding the redundancy among the first retrieved elements. In other words, the participants were asked to provide results that are both relevant and diverse.
To address this issue, we opted for a two-step approach. The first step consists in ignoring the question of diversity. In other words, we first try to find the most relevant objects using the material introduced in Section 3.2 and mentioned in the previous paragraph. Then, in a second step, we re-rank the first relevant elements by taking into account their mutual similarities in order to avoid redundancy and thus to promote diversity.
We investigated two main families of methods: implicit and explicit clusteringbased approaches. The first method is commonly known as "Maximal Margin Relevance" (MMR) [4] . It amounts to re-rank the search results so that the element chosen at rank j has to be dissimilar to elements that were already selected at ranks j < j. The second method is based on an explicit clustering of the first k elements, followed by a strategy designed to re-rank the elements so that many different clusters are represented among the first elements of the re-ranked list (see [1] for more details).
In both approaches, we are given two components: S1, the similarity vector between a query and the documents of the database and S2, the pairwise similarity matrix between documents of the database.
In the experiments we did for ImageCLEFphoto 2008, we used the results given by the trans-media similarities for measuring the relevance of an object with respect to a query. Therefore, S1 is typically the trans-media run which, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, was the best run we obtained regarding MAP and P@20.
S2 is used for representing the thematic proximity between two documents that will allow us to promote diversity. We tested different similarity matrices. Particularly, in the case of clustering-based approaches, we investigated if either pure textual or multimedia similarities performed better. For the pure textual similarities we used the basic t f idf between the text part of the documents. For the multimedia approach we applied our trans-media similarity measure to the multimedia documents. We report in Table 2 , the results we obtained. For measuring diversity, the CR@20 (cluster recall at 20) index is used. It is the number of different clusters that is present among the 20 first retrieved elements divided by the total number of clusters that were manually identified by the evaluators. Compared to the pure textual method, the trans-media approach gives better results for both the diversity and the relevance measures. Consequently, for this task, it is also beneficial to combine visual and textual information using our trans-media similarities method in order to improve the results.
Relating text and image through a repository
In Section 3 we defined similarity measures between a new document d and the elements of the aggregated object obtained by trans-media relevance feedback using a multi-modal query d q . However, neither d nor d q has to be necessarily multi-modal.
Image annotation
If we consider simply d q = I an image, and d = T a pure text not necessarily in R, (11) becomes:
sim TV (T, I) = sim T (T, N T (I))
a similarity defined between an image and text based on a common multimodal repository.
Text illustration
By duality, we can use the text T as query d q = T and the image as the new document. Then (11) becomes:
another similarity defined between the image and the text. Furthermore, we can cluster the top retrieved images and illustrate the different views on the given text.
Trans-media similarity-based searching, clustering and visualization
Given a set of multimedia documents, our goal is to find the underlying structure of the dataset and also to visualize the proximity relations between the multimedia documents by means of projections in a suitable space. 1 In other words, we want to cluster the datasets, in order to capture the proximity relationships between multimedia documents and then to represent these documents into a space which respects these proximity relationships.
Clustering and visualization processes are of interest for browsing a multimedia corpus such as Wikipedia as we will show in our experiments in Section 5.2. Indeed, it allows to seek for information in an exploratory mode by using either the visual or the textual or both the combination of visual and textual aspects of the documents. We can talk about a multi-view access of the multimedia corpus.
When dealing with monomedia documents, many methods exist for clustering and visualizing datasets of images or datasets of texts. In our context we are interested in clustering and visualizing multimedia documents where we have to fuse information from two different monomedia sources. However, as we already mentioned previously, we want to combine the visual and the textual information of a same document at an intermediate level which is different from an early fusion approach or a late fusion approach that were already suggested. In other words, we want to better take into account the semantic correlation between the visual view and the textual view of a same document. For doing so, we propose firstly, to apply our trans-media similarities given in Section 3 and then, to use the global similarity matrix given by (16) in clustering and projection methods.
Indeed, the global similarity matrix aggregates monomedia similarities with transmedia similarities computed at an intermediate level. As a result, we obtain a global similarity matrix between multimedia documents which aims at overcoming the "semantic gap" between visual and textual representation. Finally, by using this measure, we integrate semantic correlation better than basic early and late fusion methods do.
We will give some examples in Section 5 which show that using our global similarity, we are able to retrieve and explore a multimedia corpus in a more efficient way than by using visual similarities or textual similarities only.
Taking in consideration all these different points, we propose a system which allows a user to switch between the different kinds of representation a multimedia document or query can have: monomedia or multimedia representations.
We first compute monomedia similarities based on the methods we have defined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Given sim V in (3) and sim T in (5), we compute transmedia similarities according to Section 3 and we finally retain the aggregated global similarity sim glob in (16) as the similarity matrix that we will use for dealing with multimedia representation of documents or queries.
These three similarity matrices are our basic inputs for similarity-based search, clustering and projection processes: -they are directly used to retrieve similar documents d according to a given document d q corresponding to a query -they are the inputs of clustering algorithms which allow to gather in a same cluster documents which are similar -they are also the inputs of projection algorithms which allow to represent into a 2D space the graph corresponding to the original proximity relationships between documents
As each representation namely visual, textual and trans-media, can be used, the user has a multi-view access of the documents of the corpus. In other words, we have three clustering and projection results that the user could use depending on the type of representation of the documents he is interested in.
Multimedia systems
The next section is devoted to the presentation of two systems, based on the previous scenarios. The first system is a Travel Blog Assistant: its main goal is to help a user generating content for her blog, by linking text and images. The second system is a browsing tool for multimedia corpora, such as Wikipedia. It enables clustering and retrieval in a dataset of composite objects.
Travel blog assistant system
To illustrate some of these techniques working on real examples, we build a so called Travel Blog Assistant System (TBAS). Such a system can be of interest for real travelogue websites such as [13, 27, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Figure 3 shows the overall schema of the TBAS system. Its main steps are:
-The user uploads a set of images to be considered. If he edits his blog during his travel he simply plugs his camera and uploads the images captured that day and the previous days ( Fig. 3a and b) . The images are then pre-processed and image metadata are added to each image. The metadata file can contain different type of information and is typically a structured xml file. First, information such as date, time, location (GPS) can be provided by the camera (exif file). Finally, textual information (tags) are obtained using a trans-media feedback using a repository of multi-media objects (e.g. the database of the travelogue site itself) as described in Section 4.3.1. -As represented in Fig. 3c , the typed (or uploaded) blog text is pre-processed at a paragraph level and related to the images through the repository (see Section 4.3). These similarities allow the system to rank the images according to a given paragraph. The top N ranked images (thumbnails) are shown to the user as illustrative examples of the paragraph The user has naturally the possibility to select between them, or to reject and ask for the next N images. -When all paragraphs are processed and the illustrative images selected, the system shows a preview of the composed "blog". The page layout can be computed automatically or selected from a set of template layouts. When the user is satisfied with the result, he can simply publish the blog. Fig. 3 The prototype interface of our TBAS system (a-c)
A demo version of the TBAS system was developed and tested on a relatively small database (compared to the data we can get on the web). To simulate the traveler's image data, we downloaded under Creative Common licences 185 images from the online photo sharing site Flickr [12] . For the travel blog text we collected real blog paragraphs from two travel blog sites, RealT [27] and Tpod [33] . In all cases, in order to ensure the semantic correlation between images and blog texts, we focused on two main destinations, Peru and Brasil, and used a few touristic names (cities, etc.) associated with them as keywords or tags for focusing our search in gathering the images and the blog paragraphs.
In Fig. 4 , we show the most similar images for a given blog paragraph, using our transmedia similarities: we ranked the 185 downloaded Flickr images for each travel blog text and selected the top 4 images for each blog.
Trans-media browsing of Wikipedia pages
In this section, we present a recent work done in the context of Cap DigitalInfomagic, which is a french project on digital content creation and knowledge management. In a joint work with INA, we have adressed a task of this project about "browsing a multimedia corpus".
The scenario is the following one: a user has at his disposal a multimedia corpus constituted of documents which have both a visual and a textual representation; he is seeking for information within this corpus but he does not know exactly how to express his query; so, he wants to browse the multimedia corpus in an exploratory way in order to progressively refine the expression of his information needs. Given this context, our goal is to provide the user with a system which has the following properties:
-when seeking information in such a multimedia corpus, the user can be interested in either the visual feature or the textual feature or the combination of both visual and textual features, of the documents. His interest, moreover, can change at any time: suppose, in a first time, that the user entries a textual query, then a list of multimedia objects is retrieved according to the textual similarities. Looking at this list, the user, in a second time, is more interested in a particular multimedia document because its associated image has attracted his attention. Finally, he would like to look for similar multimedia documents by taking into account both the image and the text associated to this relevant multimedia document.
In that context, we want the system to allow the user to search using trans-media similarities. In a general manner, we want the system to allow the user to choose the kind of queries, monomodal or transmodal, which reflects the most what he is searching for. As a result, the system has to integrate as many kind of similarities as types of queries the user can express. -when seeking information in an exploratory mode, an efficient system is the one which assists the user by providing him with a visualization tool which allows to represent proximity relationships between the multimedia documents. In that case, as we have described in Section 4.4, clustering and projection methods for information retrieval are relevant processes. Firstly, clustering the set of multimedia documents allows to structure the dataset of multimedia documents into a meaningful partition based on similarities between documents. Using this partition and given a query, the system can suggest the user a list of clusters of relevant documents rather than a simple list of relevant documents. Secondly, projection methods allow to represent the multimedia documents, by means of a graph embedded into a 2D space for example, such that similar documents are close to each other. Using a visualization tool, the user can then explore and browse more intuitively the corpus. In general terms, we want the system to allow similarity-based search where the user can "navigate" in an efficient way within the corpus using the projection and the visualizing tool.
In collaboration with INA, we developed a system which main characteristics are described in Section 4.4 and adressed most of the scenarios presented in Fig. 2 . In the context of the previous scenario, this system allows the user to be assisted in his information search needs. We experiment such a system using a subset of the french Wikipedia corpus. We give some details and some screenshots of this systems below.
Extracting multimedia documents from Wikipedia corpus
In this paragraph, we briefly introduce the multimedia corpus on which we applied our system. This corpus concerns around 8,500 pages taken from the french Wikipedia corpus. We extracted these pages from the xml dump done in September 2007 and provided by the Wikipedia Foundation. 2 We selected pages according to their categories. In that perspective, we used the category tree 3 of the Wikipedia pages and we selected any pages which has at least one category that has the category "Geography" or "Tourism" as root.
For these pages we looked at their images and we extracted the following textual descriptions:
-the path of titles, from the page title to the paragraph title where an image is encountered -the free-text description of an image which corresponds to the comments we can see below most of images in Wikipedia -the whole paragraph where an image is encountered A multimedia document is an image associated to the text given by the concatenation of these three textual descriptions. We obtained more than 23,500 multimedia objects associated to more than 19,000 images and more than 14,000 texts (an image can leads to more than one multimedia objects as it could be associated to several texts and vice versa).
Browsing the Wikipedia corpus
We have explained previously, in which kind of scenarios we place ourselves. In this paragraph, we give some screenshots of the visualization tool developed by INA for illustrating how our monomedia and transmedia similarities methods can be used for browsing efficiently a multimedia corpus.
In Fig. 5 , we show a general view of the browsing tool:
-on the left part, we can see the representation in a 2D space of the multimedia documents (in this figure the graph represented is the one based on the textual representation only). We can clearly observe "round packets" of points. These last are clusters of similar documents and the different colors correspond to different clusters. The user can zoom in and zoom out this graph. The point are multimedia documents which can be represented either by their associated images or the most salient words of the associated text. Furthermore, the user can access directly to the Wikipedia page (or paragraph) corresponding to a selected multimedia object. -on the top right part, there are several tabs which allow the user to customize different parameters such as the layout or the format. But, as we describe it below, the most relevant options that concern this paper are the tabs which allow the user to search into the corpus using different similarities and to change the type of graph depending on the representation of the multimedia documents the user want to use. By choosing one particular tab, there is a particular UI which appears below the tabs region.
The most relevant tabs with respect to the present paper are the following ones:
-the "Wikipedia Search" tab which allows the user to search in the corpus by using different kinds of similarity: in Fig. 5 for example, we selected a multimedia document, then a particular similarity matrix (trans-media in that case) and this gives as output (on the right) the list of the 100 multimedia documents (the associated image and the most relevant textual features) which are the most similar to the query based on the chosen similarity matrix. In the graph, the documents which belong to the list are surrounded with a square -the "Wikipedia Maps" tab which allows to change the graph according to a representation and its associated similarity matrix. When switching from one graph to the other, there is an animation which allows the user to visualize how the position of the surrounded documents moves.
Combining visual and textual information can be relevant in information retrieval and seeking
In this paragraph, we illustrate with an example, how trans-media similarity based search, using our global similarities given by (16), can improve information retrieval tasks. Suppose in a first time, that we are interested in an image query (a flower which corresponds to the first flower of the list shown in Fig. 6 ). Using our tool, we first search for the most similar documents (considering their visual part) by using the visual similarity matrix and by visualizing these documents in the corresponding graph.
In Fig. 6 , we show the region of the graph where most of the retrieved documents are. We can observe that these relevant documents are in one big cluster that is constituted, from the visual point of view, of photos of flowers (the other images of flowers are not surrounded mainly because the retrieved list is limited to the 100 most relevant documents).
In order to refine the results obtained, we can represent the same list of documents in another graph namely the one based on the global similarity matrix. In other words, we want to take into account the combination of the visual and the textual part of the documents. In Fig. 7 , we show the most dense region of relevant documents in this global graph.
Unlike the graph based on the visual similarities, we can mainly observe in Fig. 7 , two different clusters. From the visual point of view, it is hard to distinguish these two clusters as there are flowers in both of them. But, by considering the fact that in this representation, we use the global similarities which integrate trans-media similarities, we can deduce that this separation is mainly due to the textual features. This is actually the point. Indeed, by looking at the textual description of those two clusters in more details, we observe that the cluster on the right concerns flowers from the "Vercors" which is a mountain region in the south-east of France whereas, the cluster on the left, concerns flowers which are from the "Pyrénées" which is another mountain region but in the south-west of France. In this example, we show that despite high visual similarities, the global similarities, by taking into account in an The combination of visual and textual features has allowed to know that the image query is a flower which is encountered in two different regions of France. Furthermore, in an exploratory mode, it also allows, while seeking deeper into the clusters, to discover other flowers that are in those two different regions.
Conclusion
We have presented a framework for accessing multimodal data. First of all, the theoretical contribution is the extension of the principle of trans-media feedback, into a metric view: the definition of trans-media similarities. As it was shown, these new similarity measures of cross-content enables to find illustrative images for a text, to annotate an image, cluster or retrieve multi-modal objects. Moreover, the trans-media similarities are not specific to image and text: they can be applied to any mixture of media ( speech, video, text ) or views of an object. Most importantly, we have shown how these techniques can be used in two use cases: the travel blog assistant system and the multimedia browsing tool. These two applications stress the necessity of cross-media systems, where no monomedia systems can solve the user's problem, nor address all the different user's need at the same time.
recognition, particularly when dealing with uncontrolled environments. Prior to Xerox, several of his contributions in these fields were applied to a variety of scenarios including biometric solutions, data mining, CBIR and industrial vision. Dr 
